
We’re glad to see someone new in charge. 
We have some strong ideas on what you should do. So do our members.
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Here’s what we expect now, Minister Phillips
We’re not naïve about how long it will take to fix some of the deeper problems, like increasing the staffing numbers in nursing homes, updating facilities 
and creating more beds. But there are four key actions you can take immediately. They would signal – in no uncertain terms – that there’s a new force 
driving the Ministry, and that what counts from now on is results.

Immediate Action #1 Reinstitute unscheduled comprehensive inspections of all long-term care homes, with particular focus on 
infection prevention and control.

Immediate Action #2 Create and enforce meaningful fines and other serious penalties for homes that fail the inspections.

Immediate Action #3 Immediately institute meaningful management changes at the Ministry.  You have over 7,000 employees 
– what are they all doing? You have dozens of employees, at the ADM level and a Deputy Minister, who are earning six figures. Should they 
not be accountable for this record of incompetence, mismanagement and neglect? 

Immediate Action #4 Move home and community care from the Ministry of Health to your Ministry. It would immediately 
demonstrate your understanding that the real key to long-term care is home care.

We have more details on each of these points, and would be happy to meet with you to present them. What we’re looking for, to be frank, is bold 
and dramatic action that would demonstrate, through concrete tangibles, that there is indeed a new broom at the Ministry, and that we can look 
forward to solutions instead of promises.

Dear Minister Phillips,
First and foremost, we want you to know that we welcome your appointment as Ontario Minister of Long-Term Care, and 
look forward to working with you to help bring about the many urgently needed reforms in this troubled Ministry.

As Canada’s largest and most influential organization advocating for the rights and interests of Canadians as we age, C.A.R.P. 
prides itself on being objective, non-partisan and politically neutral. In our 35-plus year history, we have never publicly called  
for the dismissal of a single Federal or Provincial Cabinet Minister by name – until the COVID-19 scandal in Ontario nursing homes.

We launched an online petition, calling on Premier Ford to fire Minister Fullerton. Our petition garnered over 8,000 signatures 
and more than 2,200 individual comments. We take no pleasure in the fact that our efforts succeeded. We wish it hadn’t 
been necessary in the first place.

We have curated a small sample of the individual comments we received, and we are presenting them to you here, for two 
reasons. First, we didn’t want to break faith with those who took the time and effort to share their thoughts with us – we think 
we have an obligation to share those with the government. Second, we want you to see and feel first-hand the level of 
emotion, of anger, of disillusionment that is so widespread. 

We know you are a professional, skilled at weighing data and arriving at thoughtful decisions. We have some specific 
recommendations of our own to add to the large body of input you must be receiving. But please – remember the human 
side to this tragedy. Take the time to read what the people are saying and feeling. This is more than a technocratic or 
managerial exercise. It is a matter of fairness, of dignity, of priorities in the right place.

Thank you for your attention and consideration.



Over 2,000 people took the time to add their own stories and 
comments. Their experiences are heartbreaking. Their anger is real. 
Here is just a small selection of comments we received.

The behavior of the Ford government and in particular of this minister is unconscion- 
able. The only true path forward to fix these long-standing and disgraceful issues, is with 
a wholesale replacement of the team in this Ministry, starting with Minister Fullerton 
who has betrayed Ontarians with her lack of action.
– Jill Shea

It is absolutely critical for the people of Ontario to have competent and inspired leader-
ship in long-term care. This debacle has gone on long enough. Fullerton must leave her 
position and a person with the necessary expertise, who is a strong leader and advocate for  
individuals and families, must be hired. We have the knowledge, skills and resources to fix 
this problem. We do not need more commissions or inquiries – we need strong action NOW!
– Ellen Sue and David Mesbur

My grandmother was in a for-profit LTC facility. The neglect and abuse was awful and 
the home only cared about cutting costs and making profits. This Minister believes in 
more privatization at the expense of seniors. It is time for her to go.
– Gaby Ramo

I am appalled by the lack of accountability that has been displayed by Dr. Fullerton.  
I have elderly parents living in a retirement home and that is also a mess. Please replace 
Dr. Fullerton with someone who has a grasp of the crisis facing our elder care and is 
prepared to take action.
– Jo-Anne Beckett

Both my parents were in long-term care and although my husband and I will do every-
thing possible to stay in our home as we age, should the need arise, we want to know that 
we would be in a better environment than what we are currently seeing.
– Gavin Stephenson-Jackman

Ontario is the only province with a Ministry of Long-Term Care. Given its dismal  
record, the province could save money by scrapping the Ministry altogether. Long-term 
care is better managed under public health. We need regular inspections and inspector 
reports that are not just filed away but go to someone who actually acts on them.
– Jo Balet

It is atrocious that the care for long-term care patients has been, and continues to be, 
seriously neglected. It’s amazing how fast this government can take action on pot stores 
and liquor stores, but services for old people seem to be way down their list of priorities.
– Bernie Merrett

I have lost family members because of the indescribable conditions in our long-term 
homes. They had and still have no chance of surviving with the current status of our 
long-term care homes.
– Cathy Mizzi

In the long-term care home where my sister lives, they have actually lost staff since  
the spring outbreak. Some current staff have had their hours reduced. This is totally  
unacceptable. How can these homes possibly give residents the personal care they  
desperately need? Taking four years to achieve this goal is unconscionable.
– Frances Parkin

All talk and no action. This needs fixing NOW! The governments have been talking 
about the sad shape of LTC for years and years and years. Doesn’t anybody UNDER-
STAND? It’s a mess!!! People lying in a soiled diaper in CANADA???? Stop talking 
and DO SOMETHING!
– Lynne Greene

My wife is a PSW and this government is an absolute disgrace in the way they treat the 
people who care for our seniors. I support C.A.R.P. in making a positive change in the 
way long-term care is handled. It’s time to say enough is enough – let’s make sure our 
seniors are taken care of. Great people dedicate their lives to looking after seniors – $17 
an hour is an insult to everyone.
– David Kardell

Why is it called long-term care if there is no care involved? SHAME!!
– Heather Lamacchia 

“ Fire the LTC Minister. Fire the DM. Fire the ADM. Hire more inspectors 
NOW. Hire more nurses and PSWs NOW. Stop killing Ontario seniors.”

 – Henry Lowi (One of the 8,100+ people who signed the C.A.R.P. petition to fire the Minister of Long-Term Care)



My husband almost died of sepsis of the abdomen, due to negligence in a long-term 
care home. Since his infection, he has not “bounced back.” I fear he could die at any 
time. His life is being cut short due to negligence.
– Kathryn Bose

Premier Ford: How many more seniors do we have to lose before you take the appro-
priate action to support the ones we have left? Your lack of action will be remembered 
for the next election!
– Brian Kremer

My father-in-law was assaulted in a LTC home in Scarborough and the neglect and abuse 
there almost killed him. I found him many nights fallen off the bed, totally drugged, 
full of bruises and bedsores. There is 
no one accountable to fix this.
– Irene Chan

My husband is in a nursing home and 
there are never enough PSWs around to 
help out, and this government needs to 
make changes now – not in 2025. They 
need to react now – not then. It is a true 
shame that until they are a senior and 
may have to go into a home, that they 
will see conditions I see every day and 
how clients are treated even in the best 
of homes.
– Jean McGee

After hearing so much passionate in-
dignation from Premier Doug Ford 
during the first wave of the pandemic, 
how angry he was about the deplorable 
conditions in long-term care, how he was going to “leave no stone unturned” in making 
these facilities accountable…his government, Minister Fullerton, has managed only to 
fiddle with staffing hours. Really! There needs to be investment in inspections, random 
and at least quarterly, with heavy fines for homes found delinquent.
– David Kemp

My husband and I are so close in age and condition to finding ourselves victims to the 
state of long-term care homes, that we worry that the situation will not improve fast 
enough. So many people are suffering now, it is lamentable that this government does 
not value them the way they deserve. Take responsible action now!
– Carla Baudot 

Your government has been given monies by the federal government to address the  
problems in LTC homes and it has not been spent. Why not? And why, when you were 
elected, did you cut back the number of inspectors and allow infraction after infraction 
to go unrecognized and free of accountability? Unconscionable! 
– Patricia Stuart

My husband and I are in our eighties and it won’t be too long before we might end up  
in long-term care. At this point I would not want to move into a long-term residence 
until more staff has been hired and until it is safe. I guess we would have to remain  
in our condo even though we have serious, chronic conditions which might make it  
impossible to stay at home eventually.
– Marilyn Schulz 

My mom is residing in LTC and got COVID. Waiting 5 years for 4 hours of care per 
day is not acceptable. Inspections must be done in person. Inspections should be done 
without warning and not just when a complaint has been made.
– Teresa LaFave

Lack of accountability, blaming past 
governments and needing more studies 
when the evidence is clear. She is inef-
fective and has done next to nothing to 
help our seniors. It’s beyond time for 
her to go.
– Nancy Burda

This is not new. My mother died on May 
22, 2012 in her fourth nursing home. I 
moved her to four different places, in six 
years, to try to get the service that she 
needed and deserved. The abuse that I 
saw was atrocious. My mother was not 
incontinent when she went to the first 
home and she was placed into a diaper 
immediately because the PSWs do not 
answer the call bells when required. 
There was no urgency for the residents’ 

needs. In the nursing homes the thought is that these people are there to die. My mother 
needed help to do her personal needs as she had a stroke. I was a single mom and had to 
work so I could not take her to my house. It was so bad in the fourth nursing home they 
kept her under drugs so she could not tell me what had been happening to her. In the end 
I was only allowed to stay in the foyer so I could not complain about my mom and other 
atrocities. One of the reasons was because I watched the residents get parked at the table at 
meal time and no one was feeding them. No one even tried to feed them. When I brought 
it up to the staff they said that the residents refused to eat. I could write a book. We need 
change!! This is our future and it terrifies me. Thank you for trying to make it better.
– Susan Loney

I worked and contributed to our society my entire life. I paid my taxes. I do not look 
forward to spending my senior years being neglected in intolerable circumstances.  
Act NOW!!!!
– Brigitte Robinson



C.A.R.P. intends to make this a major issue in the upcoming provincial election
Ontario is scheduled to go to the polls on June 2, 2022.

C.A.R.P. serves notice to all politicians and parties – we are going to mobilize our members and our chapters to make this a major 
issue in the election. Be ready to answer tough questions and to spell out specifically what you and your party will do to fix this 
mess.

We will then be reporting party and candidate responses back to our membership.

We will be emailing every single candidate for a statement on whether or not their party, and they as individuals, support C.A.R.P.’s 
demands for action. We will be repeating these questions at all-candidate’s meetings as well. 

For further information, please contact
Bill VanGorder, Chief Operating Officer
vangorder@carp.ca


